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In this new creation, JAPON dance project questions our
relationships with space and time. Unfolding within the confines
of a park, its choreographic reflections focus on the meaning of
life. Why do we feel continually impelled to evolve, to adapt, to
advance - come what may? And yet there are certain things like this park - that seem fixed and unchanging, as if suspended
in time. But are they really? Creating harmony out of tumult,
MOVE/STILL begins its process of observation…

JAPON dance project was formed in May 2013, under the auspices of LE LOGOSCOPE, the
laboratory for mixed media artistic research based in the Principality of Monaco.
The project is the joint initiative of five top-flight dancer/choreographers: Mimoza KOÏKE
(Ballets de Monte-Carlo), Yasuyuki ENDO (ex-soloist at the Ballet National de Marseille),
Naoya AOKI and Masahiro YANAGIMOTO (both freelance dancers and choreographers)
and Hokuto KODAMA (Royal Swedish Ballet). All five are involved in the world of professional
dance, either internationally or in Japan.
JAPON dance project is a project for research, collaboration, creativity and intergenerational
transmission, functioning within the framework of current choreographic practices and
Japanese culture.
JAPON dance project is like a floating territory where Japanese culture imagines itself both
here and elsewhere. The geographic distance separating the dancers has led them to use the
internet as their central communication tool. Within this system of digitised interconnectivity,
they explore dramatic aspects of the choreographic narratives channelled via their unique
personalities.
The project is one of perpetual motion which leads to regular collaborations with other
guest Japanese artists. In an exchange of knowledge-sharing, the dancers’ experiments
and choreographic creations generate performances, videos, residencies and workshops,
as well as internships for young dancers.
Following three residencies (from May to August 2013) in Marseilles, Monaco and Tokyo,
JAPON dance project presented LE PARADIS DES FOURMIS at ESDC Rosella Hightower in
Cannes with the support of EU JAPAN FEST, on 24 and 25 August 2013: a dance creationcum-manifesto in two acts, prefiguring their first major choreographic creation entitled
CLOUD/CROWD, which was produced and staged in Tokyo, at the New National Theatre
of Japan, on 30 and 31 August 2014.

JAPON dance project is currently preparing for its next creation, to be produced and staged
once again at the New National Theatre of Japan, in Tokyo, on 27 and 28 August 2016. This
event is one of many planned to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of Diplomatic Relations
between Japan and the Principality of Monaco.
with the support of SO.GE.DA.- MONACO

CLOUD/CROWD SET DESIGN by Shizuka HARIU - www.shsh.be :
- Prague Quadrennial 2015 (World Scenography Expo): Special Award/UK Team
- Make/Believe Exhibition at the V&A Museum (London): Selected Works of Best British
Theatre Design 2011 to 2015
- Finalist, Kisaku Ito Emerging Theatre Designer Award 2015 (Tokyo)
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